Does the vessel meet any of the following criteria?
- Is vessel's fuel, lube & petroleum cargo capacity in excess of 10,000 gallons?
- Is vessel greater than 400 gross tons and subject to the IMO Convention?
- Is vessel required to have a Vessel Response Plan in accordance with OPA 90?

YES

Is the vessel an OPA Vessel, required by OPA 90 to maintain a Vessel Response Plan?

YES

Establish an internet vessel database account by submitting form OS-004 to the GLO prior to entering Texas coastal waters. Revise account information utilizing account password. Maintain current approved VRP on board the vessel at all times.

NO

Is the vessel greater than 400 gross tons and subject to the IMO Convention?

YES

Establish an internet vessel database account by submitting form OS-004 to the GLO prior to entering Texas coastal waters. Revise account information utilizing account password. Maintain current approved SOPEP on board the vessel at all times.

NO

Does the vessel have a fuel, lube and oil cargo capacity greater than 10,000 gallons?

YES

No submission to GLO required. Maintain a VRP on board the vessel at all times. Contact GLO for assistance in obtaining and/or developing a VRP appropriate for the vessel.

NO

No plan or action required.